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GRADUATION PAPER

Model Reduction through Proper Orthogonal Decompositions
for Multidimensional Systems

Femke van Belzen
f.v.belzen@student.tue.nl

26 September 2006

Abstnu:t-This paper considers the problem of reduced order modeling
of systems that evolve over multi-dlmenslonal domains. We extend
the technique of Proper Orthogonal Decompositions to these systems.
Firstly, the computation of suitable basis functions In a multi-dimensional
spectral decomposition of signals Is considered. This Involves the problem
of low-rank approximation of tensors, for which a novel notion of
singular value decompositions Is proposed. Secondly, state estimation for
multidimensional systems Is treated. Results on exact and approximate
signal reconstruction are derived. Simulation results are given.

ltukx Terms-model reduction, POD, tensor calculus, sampling, inter
polation, aliasing, state estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Systems in which variables have both space and time as inde
pendent variables occur in a large variety of applications including
magnetic fields. aerodynamics. fluid dynamics, combustion processes,
meteorology. oceanography but also in engineering domains. such as
the design of electronic devices and biomechanics. First principle
modeling of spatial-temporal systems usually involves partial differ
ential equations, whose solutions are numerically computed by finite
element or finite volume methods. Such implementations usually
comprise many differential and algebraic equations. The large scale
nature of these models causes excessive computation and simulation
time and. in many applications. prevents an efficient model based
control design, prediction. optimization. or real-time monitoring.

This makes it desirable to find approximations to these models
that still offer an accurate description of the process. but at the
same time allow for faster computations. Model order reduction is
widely studied and many different techniques have been developed.
The different techniques can roughly be divided into two different
classes, namely methods based on singular value decomposition
(SVD) and Krylov methods. An overview of different techniques with
many different applications is given in [I]. For electronic devices an
interesting application is discussed in [6]. where Krylov methods
are used to develop efficient simulation models for the design of
electronic devices. These simulation models take interconnect struc
tures and physical phenomena, such as EMC effects into account and
can thus become very complex. Not all model reduction techniques
are suitable for nonlinear and/or large scale systems. One of the
techniques that is suitable for both nonlinear as well as large scale
systems and has received much attention over the last years. is the
method of Proper Orthogonal Decompositions (POD) [2].

Currently POD methods do not take the multidimensional nature
of spatial coordinates into account. The purpose of this research is to
extend the POD framework to multidimensional systems. This causes
several problems and in this graduation paper two of these problems
will be treated.

• The first concerns the computation of suitable basis functions
that prove adequate in the representatin of a signal as a multi
dimensional spectral expansion. For this purpose the concept of
optimal rank approximation is extended from matrices to tensors.
A more concise and complete discussion of this problem can be
found in [15]. This paper is a result of this graduation work.

• The second problem with POD for multidimensional systems
concerns state estimation. This problem is well understood for
signals that are functions with one independent variable (usually
time), but is more involved for signals defined on multidimen
sional domains. We address the issue of state estimation in the
paper [14] and provide a summary of results here.

In order to expose ideas clearly, the discussion is restricted to two
dimensional systems. All results presented can however be extended
to higher-dimensional systems in a straightforward manner.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First we will give
a motivating example. Then, the POD basis problem will be treated,
we will give both fundamental and simulation results. Next. both
static and dynamic state estimation will be discussed. The main
points of this paper will be summarized in the next section and
recommendations for further research will be given. In an appendix
a short introduction to tensor concepts can be found.

A. Preliminaries and notation

For a matrix A E IRnxm its left and right inverse are defined as
follows:

A- L = (AT A)-l AT; A-R = AT(AAT)-l

For a function f : A -+ B and Ao ~ A. flAo is the restriction of f
to Ao defined as:

UIAo)(x) = f(x); x E Ao.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Consider the following two-dimensional heat transfer equation

8w 8 2w ~w
(lCpat: = "x 8x2 + "II 8 y2 + u (I)

where w(x,y,t) denotes the temperature at position (x,y) and at
time t of some two dimensional medium with heat capacity Cp.

material density p and thermal conductivity '" " = "x = "II' For
each time instance, solutions are defined on a closed set IP' which
is assumed to be a Cartesian product IP' := X x Y with boundary
r := 8(1P'). Here, X = [0. Lx] and 'II = [0, LIII, where Lx > 0
and LII > 0 denote the length and width of the medium. Let X. Y
be Hilbert spaces of functions X = £2(X, R) and Y = £2('11, R)
respectively. Furthermore. we assume that w("y,t) E X for all
(y,t) E 'II x 'll' and w(·,y,t) E Y for all (x,t) E X x 'll'. The
inner products are denoted by (', ·)x. (".)y or simply (".) if the
context indicates which inner product is meant.

The last term in the partial differential equation (I). u(x, y, t). is
a heat-source input. This source-term is assumed to be factorized as:

U(x , y, t) = s(x, y)v(t)

where s(x, y) is an indicator function representing the source loca
tions and v(t) is the time-dependent heat input. The following initial
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conditions apply:

Wo(x, y)

,(x, y, t)

W(X, y,O)
8w
8n

where n is the nonnal to r. The first initial condition specifies
the temperature profile at time t = O. The other initial conditions
prescribe the boundary conditions. If we consider the heating of
a rectangular piece of aluminium, we have Cp = 963 k/K' P =

2700~ and K = 155.8 mWK' The heat source is applied in a
rectangular area in the center of the plate. The initial temperature
profile is constant, the boundary conditions are chosen such that the
rectangular plate is insulated from its environment, i.e. ,(x, y, t) = O.

To compute solutions using Finite Element methods, the domains
lP, X and 'if are assumed to be gridded in N p , L I and £2 grid points,
{PI, ... ,PNp }' {XI, ... ,XL,} and {YI, ... ,YL2} with N p = LI£2.
To approximate the solution of the PDE (I), the following spectral
expansion is proposed:

o 0

Figure I: One time sample from the simulation data.

III. POD BASIS PROBLEM

for k = 1, ... ,r. The expansion coefficients bk(t) have now become
the new model states. In Figure ! one time sample of the simulation
data of this process is given.

The set {~d~~, is an orthononna! basis for the finite dimensional
Hilbert spaces P, where P C L2(1P'). The main issue in this work is
that the Cartesian structure of 1P' is lost in the basis functions ~k. An
approximate solution is obtained by truncating the spectral expansion
(2):

max IT(wI, ... ,WN)I.
wnE£n

Ilwnlln=1
(7)

Furthennore, L~kn) will denote the subspace of W n of dimen
sion dirnL~kn) = L n + 1 - kn for which

17k" ....kN = max IT(wI, ... ,WN)I.
wnE£~kn)
IIwn ll n =1

2) The singular values of T, denoted 17k(T), with k = 1.... , K
with K = minn (L n ) are defined by

17k = max IT(wI, ... ,WN)1 (8)
wnEM~k). IIwnlln=1

l<:n<:N

Wnm(X, y, t) = L L akL(t)<Pk(X)1f!I(y) (5)
k=1 1=1

where {<pk} is an orthonomal basis for X and {1f!I} is an orthononnal
basis for y. We can connect a tensor WT : X x y --> ]R to the two
way array WE ]RLI xL2 as follows:

Definition 111.1 (tensor singular values) Let T E TN be an order
N tensor.

I) The modal singular values of T, denoted 17k (T), with k =
(k l , ... , kN), 1 :s kn :s Ln are defined by

L, L2

WT(X, y) = L L Wk.e(e: ® e~)(x, y) (6)
k=le=1

where {e~, k = 1, ...• £I} is a basis for X and {e~, e= 1, ... , L 2 }

is a basis for y. Suitable projection spaces are detennined through
rank approximation of the measurement tensor WT.

Optimal rank approximation of tensors is discussed in [4], [10]
[12] and many applications. The Higher-Order Singular Value De
composition, (HOSVD), introduced in [4] can be used to approximate
tensors, but this method is not optimal. In [4] an upper bound to the
approximation error is given, but there is no lower bound.

As an alternative the following definition for the singular values
of a tensor have been developed.

A. FuruJamental results

We propose a more thorough solution. For ease of explanation
we restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional case. To approximate
the solution of the PDE (I) we propose to approximate (2) by the
following spectral expansion:

(2)

(3)

Np

w(x,y,t) = Lbk(t)~k(X,y)
k=1

r

wr(x,y,t) = Lbk(t)~k(X,y)
k=1

The quality of the approximations crucially depends on the choice
of the basis functions ~k. If harmonic functions are used, the expan
sion (3) corresponds to a Fourier series expansion. Better approxi
mations, enabling lower rank approximation with the same accuracy,
are possible if the basis functions are derived from measured data of
the process. This is the main idea of POD, described in [2].

The POD technique is already used for multidimensional systems.
Suitable basis functions are currently determined by stacking the
spatial coordinates, so suitable measurement data can be collected
in a matrix W E ]R(L, .....LN)XLN+,. The left singular vectors of
the singular value decomposition of the measurement data matrix
span the spatial domain and are suitable basis functions. However,
computing the singular value decomposition can be problematic,
especially when L I ..... LN is large.

with degrees r :s N p •

The dynamics of the expansion coefficients are determined by
projecting the partial differential equation onto the subspace of the
solution space spanned by the first r basis functions, using a Galerkin
projection [9], [13]

8w 82w 82w
(8t'~k) = K.x ( 8x2 ,~k) + K y ( 8y2 ,~k) + (U,~k)

for k = 1, ... , r. Plugging in the truncated expansion (3) gives an
ordinary linear differential equation

. ~& ~~
bk = K x Lbi( 8x2 ,~k) + K. y Lbj(-e2'~k) + (U,~k)V(t) (4)

i j Y
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where, for n = 1, ... , N, the subspaces M~k) are defined
recursively (in k) according to M~l) = W n ,

M~k+1) = {w E M~k) I (w, W~)n = O}, k = 1, ... ,Ln.

Here, w~ E M~k) is any element of unit norm Ilw~lIn = 1 for
which the maximum in (8) is attained if k < K. If k > K,
w~ is chosen an arbitrary unit norm vector i~ M~k).

3) The n-mode singular values of T are the singular values
T~, ... ,T;:n, with Rn = rank(Tn ), of the n-mode unfolding
[4] Tn of T, i.e., T~n are the square roots of the eigenvalues
of TnT;;.

"0'0 0'''0., " .~;' -- ", ,r - ' ., ,/ -'. .:: - - '\\ l" -----.

.... ", .' , . '
.... ' .,'-<1'"

" ' \ ,J ".,. \,___ -0, , __..'

- ..'" <. ....
, .... -.. :II '" ~--.. -0'. .. II :II ... ., 0. '" ... .. .... -.'. .. .. .. .. ..

"0 "5 "[IJ 'w:: .. " .. ~,~jr.\.., ~~\\J~(. :.:
.', ,.', ' '" '" 'i;,1 ., 'Iii ':~. 'v.",~j

"". 'I ' , \, I'
-<10. t. ,. '" .... -00, .. .. ... .. .. '" .. .. .. '. "", .. .. .. .. ..

Figure 2: First basis functions for X (left) and Y (right)

The definition of n-mode singular values in item 3 has been proposed
in [4], [5]. These papers also provide an algorithm for the computa
tion of the n-mode singular values T~n. The concepts in item I and
2 are new and have the main advantage that they are defined without
reference to a specific basis of the tensor T. Note that Definition III. I
introduces singular values Ok both for integers k as well as for integer
vectors k.

The singular values as defined have the following properties:

O~' O'''~dl'''',.-0.02" ....,.1 0.02 \ , '. -,.",<",,-.,, ;:.,.. -:- .

'. .:., 0', . ",,,,,,,'..,. . '.: ""......... ::::~...
100 " ,,"eo 100 ," .... '.,

50 '''0 50" 40
~ ~o 0 0 0

0.1 0.15

The columns of U1 form an orthonormal basis for X and are
chosen as the set {'Pd t;l' Similarly, the columns of U2 form an
orthonormal basis for Y and are chosen as the set {'l/Jl};;' l' In Figure
2 the first four basis functions for X and Y are shown, whereas in
Figure 3 the first basis functions for P are shown. Using the HOSVD
to determine the basis functions decreases the computational load
substantially.

..

Figure 3: First basis functions for P

C. Evaluation of approximation error

To compare both truncation methods, (3) (5), we will evaluate both
the actual error and the corresponding upper bound given in [4] for
our simulation data. In practice, the upper bound can be computed
with more ease than the actual error. Therefore, decisions regarding
the choice of the modal rank will be based on the upper bound of
the error, instead of the actual error. We set a tolerance level Tl<JI > 0
for the approximation error. The rank of both approximations will be
chosen such that T'ol := 0.8 is not exceeded.

For the first truncated expansion (3) the error and the corresponding
upper bound become

R3

IIWM - WMrIIF::; L (T~3)2
13=r+1

Again, note that WM is the transpose of the third matrix unfolding,
Wa, of W. With Ra = 257 we achieve that :L:"3=r+l (T~3)2 ::;
T'ol = 0.8 if T = 12. With this rank. the actual error is
IIWM - WMrllF = 0.068 which is much smaller than the upper
bound.

For the second truncated expansion (5) the error and its corre
sponding upper bound become

(9)

where the subspaces n~n := (.c~n+l)1- ~ W n, n = 1, ... , N with
.c~n +1 as defined in Definition III 1. Then modrank(T;) = l' and

min liT - Trll = liT - T;II = Orl+l ... ,rN+l(T).TrETN
modrank(Tr )=r

Theorem m.3 Suppose T E TN has modal rank [I5]
modrank(T) = (R1, ... , R N). Let T = (T1,"" TN) be a
vector of in teger.s for which Tn ::; Rn, n = 1, ... , N and let

The singular values characterize optimal rank approximations of
tensors as follows:

Theorem mol LetT E TN be an order-N tensor.

I) IITII = 01 (T) = 01.1 1(T)
2) ol(T) 2: 02(T) 2: 2: oK(T)
3) For all k = 1, ... ,K there holds Ok.k" ,.k(T) ~ ok(T)
4) For all integers 1 ::; kn ::; Ln, n = 1, ... , N, we have

Okl ,....kN(T) ::; 01 (T)
5) Ifk~::; k~ thenokl .... ,k;. ... ,.kN(T)::; Okl" .. ,k:i .... ,kN(T)
6) Okl "kN(T) = 0 wheneverkn > rankn(T) forsomeindexn.
7) Okl kN(T) ::; Omaxn(kn)(T)

8) If N = 2 then Ok = Ok k = Tf = T;. Moreover, in that case
Wn = d 1

):::J"':::J dLn) forn = 1,2.

That is, T; optimally approximates T.

Thus, with the definition of singular values for tensors proposed in
Definition III.I it is possible to optimally approximate tensors.

B. Simulation results

No methods to compute the optimal tensor approximation from
Theorem III.3 exist yet. Therefore the Higher-Order Singular Value
Decomposition [4] is used to determine the sets of basis functions,
{'Pk}t;l and {'l/Jdf~l' As indicated in [4], this approximation is not
optimal, but an upper bound on the approximation error is given.

To determine the basis functions, we compute the singular value
decompositions of the first and second matrix unfoldings of WT :

WT.1 U1E1ViT (IO)

WT.2 U2E2V2
T (II)
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IV. STATE ESTIMATION

The original signalw with we y) E X for all y E Y and w(x,·) E
Y for all x E X admits the following expansion:

Here, we assume that the inner products (., ·)x and (-, -)y commute.
In model approximation through Proper Orthogonal Decomposi

tions (POD) w(x, y) is approximated by the projection (5).
The measurement satisfies:

Here, we choose r1 = r2 since there is no practical reason
why the ranks should differ. Using the same simulation data, with
R1 = 33 and R2 = 61 a modal rank (r1,r2) = (19,19) yields
E~I=rl +1 (Til )2 + E:2=r2+l (Ti2)2 ~ T'ol = 0.8. With this modal
rank, the actual error is 11WT - WTrlr211F = 0.494, which again is
substantially smaller than its upper bound. This shows that the upper
bound given in [4] can be quite conservative and is not an ideal
measure to choose approximation orders.

Furthermore, for fixed tolerance level T'ol, more than twice the
amount of basis functions is needed for the approximation WTrlr2
than if W M r is used.

It is important to note that the approximation error in POD may be
larger or smaller than the errors presented in this subsection. If the
process is simulated with different initial or boundary conditions, or
with different heat inputs from those used to obtain the measurement
data, the quality of the approximation will vary.

(19)

(
'PI (xI) 'Pn (xI)

)<f,:= E lR Nxn (20)

'PI (XN) 'Pn(XN)

,j,:=
(.,(~) .m(Y,j )

E lRMxm (21)

1/!1 (YM) 1/!m(YM)

From the last line it is clear that the reconstruction process has no
influence on the projection error. The projection error is determined
by nand m, which are fixed during reconstruction. It is therefore
only possible to minimize the reconstruction error:

A. Static reconstruction

In this section the results presented in [3] will be extended to two
dimensional systems.

1) Exact Reconstruction: In this section we will show that under
certain conditions it is possible to exactly reconstruct w(x, y) on
all points x E X and y E Y from a given sampled signal W.
We will first define two bilinear forms needed to compute the
expansion coefficients a'kl and then discuss the conditions for exact
reconstruction.

Define:

and:

Two reconstruction schemes will be treated. First we consider static
reconstruction without noise, wnm is then an interpolated signal.
Second, we discuss dynamic reconstruction in the presence of noise.
In this case wnm is a state observer estimate.

(12)

(13)

((w(x, y), 'Pk (x)) x, 1/!1 (y))y

((w(x, V), 1/!1(Y))y, 'Pk(X))X

w(x,y) = L2:>k1 'Pk(X)1/!I(y)
I 1

where

forxEXoandyEYo.
The reconstruction process gives an estimate of the signal on the

whole spatial domain X. This estimate will be denoted by Wnm :

i.e. 'Pk and .(fJ1 are the restrictions of the basis functions to Xo and
Yo, respectively. The measurement Wnm(X, y) admits the size-(n, m)
expansion:

(24)

N
(V,W)N .- L V(Xi)qijW(Xj) (22)

i,j=l

M
(r,s)M .- L r(Yi)pijS(Yj) (23)

i,j=l

i.e. the columns of <f, and ,j, are the sampled basis functions for X
and Y, respectively.

Now we define for every v, w E X and r, S E Y the following
bilinear forms:

where Qij is the (i,j)th entry of Q:= (<f,-L)T(<f,-L) and Pij is the
(i,j)th entry of P := (,j,-L)T,j,-L. We assume that n ~ Nand
m ~ M and that <f, and ,j, are injective.

2) Conditions for exact reconstruction: First we define the expan
sion coefficients akl as follows:

(15)

(14)

(16)

W(x, y) = w(x, y)I"'EXo.VEYo'

Wnm(X, y) := L L akl'Pk(x).(fJl(Y)
k=11=1

and is defined on a set of N distinct points in the domain X,
denoted by Xo, and M distinct points in the domain Y, denoted
by Yo. This formulation of a measurement (14) implies that there
is no measurement noise. The points in Xo and Yo represent sensor
locations. Let:

Wnm(X, y) := L L akl'Pk(x)1/!I(y)
k=11=1

for k = 1, ... , n and l = 1, ... , m. These coefficients can be
(17) computed from the measurement w(x, y) since the expression only

requires knowledge of w(x, y) in the sets of samples Xo and Yo.
for x E X and Y E Y.

The goal will be to compute the expansion coefficients akl such
that the error between the original signal (12) and its reconstruction
(17) is minimized. This error is defined as:

e Ilw - wnm II~

Ilw - Wnm +Wnm - wnm II~
'" '"' ".. ... '

(18)

Theorem IV.l Let Xo = {Xl, ... , XN} be N distinct points in X
and Yo = {Y1, ... ,YM} be M distinct points in Y. Furthennore, let
{'Pk, k E H} be an orthononnal basis of X and {1/!I, l E .JJ} be an
orthononnal basis ofY. Suppose that <f, has rank nand ,j, has rank m.
If

(25)

IIw -wnmll~ + Ilwnm - wnmll~
" ' " I

projection error reconstruction error

for all y E Y and

w(x,·) E Ym = span(1/!l , ... , 1/!m) (26)
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for all x E X then

Wmn{X,y) = w{x,y)
Corollary Iv.3

(27) becomes:

I) If{ w{·, y) ¢ Xn Then the alias coefficient
w{x,·) E Ym

Theorem Iv.4 The alias sensitivity, IISII, is given by:

alia. '""" ( )Ukl = L...J Up! ipp, ipk N·
p>n

Since w = E;;"=l E~l Uklipk1/Jl and the basis functions are fixed,
we have that:

(31)

(32)

(30)

(33)

Ilwnm - wnmll}
Ilwll}

SA:= Aalias

u~t· = L Ukq(1/Jq,1/J!)M.
q>m

IISI1 2 := sup IISAll}
AEl2(IxJ,IR) IIAIIF

IISI1 2 := sup "SA'l}
AEl2(IxJ,IR) IIAIIF

2) If{ we y) E Xn Then the alias coefficient becomes:
w(x,·) ¢ Ym

with Aalia.(k,l)=a~~". The operator norm of S, IISII is the induced

norm:

From these results it is clear that the operator norm of the alias
operator is a measure of the aliasing error. We will use the term
alias sensitivity to refer to the operator norm of the alias operator,
IISII. A main result is the following characterization:

Although exact reconstruction of w{x, y) from w{x, y) is not possi
ble, approximate reconstruction is still possible. In the next section
we will quantify the approximation error.

4) The alias error: The alias-coefficients are linearly dependent
on the expansion coefficients Ukl, where k > n and 1 > m. We
define the alias operator S which maps the expansion coefficients,
{Ukl, k E 1I,1 E .Jf} represented by A E £2 (li X .Jf, IR) in the sense
that Uk! = A{k, I), to the corresponding alias error coefficients u~r'.
These coefficients are stored in an n x m matrix Aalias

• Therefore
S : £2{1I x .Jf, IR) -> IRnxm is defined by:

by taking the expansion coefficients Ukl of Wmn{X,y) in (17) as
defined in (24). That is, w can be exactly reconstructed from its
samples W through (24) and (17).

The conditions for exact reconstruction offer an interesting inter
pretation. The conditions (25) and (26) can be interpreted as limita
tions on the bandwidth of we y) and w{x, .). Usually bandwidth is
given in terms of the number of harmonic functions needed in the
Fourier series expansion of the signal. Here, we will say that a signal
w has finite bandwidth (n, m) if w is of the form (5). This extends the
classical notion of bandwidth of a signal to arbitrary basis functions
and higher dimensional domains. Since Xn is spanned by n basis
vectors, w{" y) can have a bandwidth in the X dimension of at most
n, otherwise w{·,y) ¢ Xn. Similarly, w{x,·) can have a bandwidth
in the Y dimension of at most m. Therefore, exact reconstruction is
only possible if w{·, .) has bandwidth of at most (n, m) in terms of
the basis vectors for X and y.
_ The ~ther conditions for exact reconstruction concern injectivity of
q, and W, for which it is necessary that n ::; Nand m ::; M. Hence,
the bandwidth of w{·,·) cannot exceed the number of samples. This
is an interesting generalization of the Nyquist sampling theorem. The
Nyquist theorem states that exact reconstruction of a signal from its
samples is possible if the sampling frequency f. is at least twice as
large as the bandwidth of the signal, where the traditional concept
of bandwidth in terms of harmonic functions is used. This theorem
is now generalized to the necessary conditions n ::; N and m ::; M.
The number of samples has to be larger than or equal to the general
bandwidth of the signal, for exact reconstruction to be possible.

3) Approximate reconstruction: Naturally, there are cases where
for some x E X and/or y E Y the conditions (25) and/or (26) do not
apply. Exact reconstruction is then no longer possible. In this section
we will show that the sampling will in this case lead to aliasing errors
and we will quantify these for the finite dimensional case.

From the definition of the expansion coefficients,(24) a connection
can be derived between the expansion coefficients of the original
signal, Uk!, and the coefficients Uk! which are inferred from a sampled
signal.

Theorem IV.2 Let Ukl be defined by (24) for k = 1, ... , nand 1 =
1, ... , m. Furthermore, let Uk! be the expansion coefficients ofa signal
w as defined in (12). Then:

(28)

where

(34)

where Q is an operator Q : 72 -> 72. The coefficients of the tensor
associated with Q with respect to the standard Euclidean bases are
given by:

qr.vw = L(1/Jq,1/J.)M(1/Jq,1/JW)M + L(ipp,ipr)N(ipp,ipV)N
q>m p>n

U~:a.= LUp!(ipP,ipk)N+ L Ukq(1/Jq,1/Jl)M
p>n q>m

+ L(ipp,ipr)N(ipp,ipV)N L(1/Jq,1/J.)M(1/Jq,1/JW)M (35)
p>n q>m

+ L L upq (ipp,ipk)N(1/Jq,1/J!)M
p>nq>m

fork = 1, ... ,n and 1 = 1, ... ,m.

(29) for r = 1, ... , n, s = 1, ... , m, v = 1, ... , n and w = 1, ... , m.
AIDa, is the largest eigenvalue ofQ. The array representation ofQ with
respect to the standard Euclidean bases will be denoted by [[qr.vwll E
IRnxmxnxm.

The expression (29) consists of three terms which offer an interest
ing interpretation. The first term represents the alias-error originating
from the sampling in X. The second term represents the alias-error
caused by sampling in Y, while the third is a cross-term, originating
from sampling in both X and Y. The expression (28) considerably
simplifies if the signal w is band-limited in either of the coordinates
x and/or y. Specifically:

Remark IV.S The tensor representation of Q with respect to the
standard Euclidean bases is symmetric in its first and third and in its
second and fourth coefficient. Interchanging r and v, or s and w in
Qt{r,s,v,w) does not change the result.

The operator Q presented in the preceding theorem is positive
semidefinite.
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5) Finite dimensional case: In this section we consider the case
where X and Y are finite dimensional and equipped with the
Euclidean inner product. We will assume that X is K dimensional
with K > n and that Y is L dimensional with L > m. We will
derive an expression for the elements qrBvw of Q with respect to the
standard Euclidean bases.

We have defined Q to be an operator of the form Q : 72 -> 72. In
this particular case Q is a mapping Q : IRnxm

-> IRnxm . Therefore
Q has the following tensor representation:

n m

Qt = 2:: 2:: 2:: 2:: qrBvwe~ ® e:'n ® e~ ® e~ (36)
r=l .'J=1 v=1 UI=l

The array representation of Q with respect to the standard Euclidean
bases will be denoted by [[qr.,vw]] E IRnxmxnxm. We will now
return to the three scenarios discussed earlier and give an expression
for [[qrBvw]] for all three scenarios:

We examined the alias error ealia'llwnm - Wnm II and averaged
this error over 500 time-steps. We give the error for different
combinations of Nand M. We also give the error for the case where
N < nand/or M < m. Simulation results are summarized in Table
I.

Table I: Simulation results for exact reconstruction

n m N M Average temperature error
31 61 35 90 3.7·1O'~

31 61 35 80 4.94.10 ·lJ

31 61 30 90 1.06·10"
31 61 30 60 2.3 ·10"

5 50 6 40 5.95·10"
5 50 6 49 1.47· lOb
5 50 6 50 3.17'10 '0

5 50 6 60 6.62.10 ·lJ

Theorem Iv.7 The operator Q : 72 -> T2 as defined in the preceding
Theorem i.~ positive definite.

A(t) = ci>TQW(t)p~

with Q = (ci>-L)T(ci>-L) and P = (~-L)T~-L.

B. Simulation results for static reconstruction

1) Exact reconstruction: In the exact reconstruction case, the
original signal and the interpolated signal have the same bandwidth:

n' m'

n

2:: 2:: akl (t)t.pk (X)'lj;l (y)
k=1 1=1

2:: 2:: D.kl (t)t.pk (x )'lj;I(Y)
k=1 1=1

Wnm(X,y,t)

From these results we can draw two conclusions. The first con
clusion is apparent from the top half of the Table I. The numerical
results clearly show that the average reconstruction error becomes
very large when either N < m or M < m, or both. The increase in
the average reconstruction error in this case is not gradual, the error
jumps from zero to a large value.

The second conclusion comes from the lower half of the Table 1.
The numerical results presented indicate that it is possible to use a
much lower spectral resolution in one dimension, Le. take n << m,
without influencing the reconstruction error.

2) Approximate reconstruction: We restricted the simulations to
the finite dimensional case, Le.:

To simulate this scenario, we fixed m' = m = 61 and varied
n' from n' = 1 to n' = n = 31. The results of this simulation
are displayed in Figure 4. In this figure it is clearly shown that
the alias error decreases as n' increases and is zero for n' = 31.

For this scenario, we proceeded similarly as in the simulations
for scenario 2. n' = n = 31 remained fixed, whereas m' was
varied from m' = 1 to m' = m = 61. The results are displayed
in Figure 4. Again, the alias error decreases as m' increases
and is zero for m' = 61.

{
w(·,y) ¢ Xn

w(x,.) E Ym

{
w(-,y) E Xn

w(x,·) ¢ Ym

where n' < nand m' < m. This means that the actual signal is
approximated by an interpolant of lower bandwidth. The expansion
coefficients, D.k/, of the interpolant were defined and computed in the
same way as for exact reconstruction. We considered the alias error:

ealia. = I/Wnm(X, y, t) - Wn'm' (x, y, t) [IF

This error was averaged over 500 time-steps. N < n and M < m
were fixed. For all simulations the number of sensors was N = 35
and M = 80. The sensor locations were distributed homogeneously
over the grid. Again, we considered the three different scenarios:

I)

2)

(39)

(37)

(38)

(40)

(41)

n

2:: 2:: akl(t)t.pk (X)'lj;l (y)
k=11=1

Wnm(X,y, t)

Wnm(X,y,t)

{
W(-,y)¢Xn
w(x,·) ¢ Ym

{
w(·,y) E Xn

w(x,.) ¢ Ym

{
w(·,y) ¢ Xn

w(x,·) E Ym

the alias sensitivity is given by:

I/SII = >.~; {(ci>T ci» -1 - I}

the alias sensitivity is given by:

I/SI/ = >.~; {(~T~)-1 - I}

2) When

3) When

the alias sensitivity is given by:

I/SII = >'~;([[Qy(s, w) + Qx(r, v) + Qy(s, w)Qx(r, v)]])
(42)

where Qy(s, w) is the (s, w)th entry of {(~T~)-1 - I} and

Qx(r,v) is the (r,v)th entryOf{ (ci> Tci»-1 - I}.

2:: 2:: D.kl (t)t.pk (X)'lj;l (y)
k=11=1

The expansion coefficients in the interpolant, D.k/, were calculated
from the measurement w(x, y, t) which is defined on the points in
Xo and '!(o. These sensor locations were homogeneously distributed
over the rectangular grid.

The expansion coefficients, D.kl (t) were defined in (24), in matrix
form this definition becomes:

Theorem Iv.6 1) When
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•.•"'0' ....,.. 1) Reduced model: We substitute the following spectral expansion
of w(x, t) in (I):

(44)

----- ..-'-._-

w(X, t) = L ak(t)cpk(X)
k=1

Performing the Galerkin projection gives the following ordinary
differential equation for the expansion coefficients:

Figure 4: Simulation results for scenario 1 (left) and scenario 2 (right)

......

N 1
itl(t) = ~ L ak(t)(epk(X), CPI(X))X + - (u(x, t), CPI(X))x

P~ P~
~I ~

for I = 1, ... , N. We proceed by discretizing the inner products (., .)
as follows:

-_ _.._ __._._.

Figure 5: First result for scenario 3 (left) and second result for
scenario 3 (right)

3)

{
w(·,y) rt Xn

w(X,·) rt Ym

L N Lfa f(x)g(x)dx::::::: t; f(Xk)g(Xk)OX (46)

where Ox is a finite interval. In vector notation the discretized
expression for it becomes:

it(t) = ~FTa(t) + ~<I>Tu(t) (47)
P~ PCp

where
(epl,CPI) (epl, CPN)

]F~[ (48)

(epN,CPI) (epN, CPN)

and
<I> = [CPI, ... ,CPN] (49)

Figure 6: Closed loop system

For this scenario, simulation results are shown in Figure 5. On
the left the alias error is shown for a simulation, where n' was
fixed at 15 and m' was varied from 1 to 61. On the right, the
alias error is shown for a simulation where m' was fixed at
30 and n' was varied from 1 to 31. Both Figures show clearly
that a full bandwidth in one dimension is not sufficient for the
alias error to become zero.

We will first derive a POD reduced order model for the one
dimensional heat transfer process. We will then discuss an observer
scheme that estimates the output based on a partial measurement. In
the observer design we will include some of the dynamics that were
discarded in the model reduction process as state noise. We will also
take measurement noise into account. Eventually the observer will
be used in a closed loop setting, as displayed in Figure 6. However,
for now the controller will not be taken into account.

(53)

(52)

(51)

(50)

(54)

(epl,CPn) ]

(epn, cpn)
[

(epl,... CPI)
Fn =

(epn, CPI)

w(t) 4>n an(t) + d2(t)--....-
c

<I>n an(t)--....-
H

where cf>n is the matrix with basis functions, restricted to the measure
ment points. The extra term in the state-update equation, K.x A 12d1(t),
is a state noise term that represents unmodeled dynamics. The extra
term in the output equation, d2 (t), models measurement noise. Both
d1 (t) and d2 (t) are white noise sequences.

<I>n = [CPI(X),'" ,CPn(X)]

We can partition F T as follows:

FT = [FJ A12]
A21 A22

We will design an observer for the following system:

itn(t) Aan(t) + Bu(t) + ~A12 dl(t)
PCP
"""--"""

G

and

with

2) Observer scheme: In this section it is shown how the unmod
eled dynamics are taken into account in the observer design. After
that, the observer structure will be presented.

Suppose that N is large. Now we choose n « N, n will be the
order of the reduced model. The state-update equation of the reduced
model becomes:

K.x T Ox T ()itn(t) = -Fn an(t) + -<I>n u t
P~ ~
'-v--' '--'"

A B

(43)

1\
W

w(X, t) := w(x,·, t).

C. Dynamic reconstruction

We consider a signal w(x, t):
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The observer will have the following fonn: The error dynamics in tensor fonn are defined by:

and has the following dynamics:

The state estimate is denoted by a(t) and K is the observer gain,
which will be detennined later on.

The state error, en(t), is defined as:

t = E Xl K,xF + E X2 K,yP - E Xl (£1 . <I» X2 (£2',J,)---....- ---....-
Q R

+ VI Xl G l X2 G2 - V 2 Xl £1 X2 £2 (68)

We define two different optimization problems that give two
different solutions for the observer gains £1 and £2:

I) [7-loo definition] Minimize the worst-case transfer from the
disturbances to the error:

(55)

(56)

Aan(t) + Bu(t) + K(wn(t) - wn(t))
Can(t)

The observation error is related to the state error through:

(57)

{
. IIEII~}

£1, £2 = arg f/Y!2 sup IIVlll~ + IIV211~ (69)

g(t) = Hen(t) (58) 2) [Kalman definition] Minimize the variance of the error:

Given that d l (t) and d2 (t) are Gaussian and independent, the
observer gain, K, is detennined such that the mean square recon
struction error is minimized:

minE{e~(t)en(t)}
K

(59)

Both problems cannot be solved at this moment.

(70)

G l and G2 represent the coloring of the state noise. G l is the upper
right comer of F and G 2 is the lower left comer of P. Denote the
state estimate with A. The observer then has the following fonn:

<]> = [<Pl(X)" .. ,<Pn(X)]; W = [1f;l(y), ,1f;m(Y)] (63)

<I> = [,01 (x), . .. ,<,On(X)Jj ,J, = [~l (y), ,~m(y)1 (64)

This is the standard Kalman filter problem. Solutions are described
in many textbooks, e.g. [8], and will not be repeated here.

3) Two-dimensional case: Generalize the concepts of the one
dimensional case. All equations are given in the multi-dimensional
array, MDA, fonn. For the notation we refer to [4].

Start with the state, A, measurement, i and output Z equation:

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

• In this work we have been adapting the POD method of model
reduction to accommodate multi-dimensional signals in a natural
framework of tensors and multidimensional spectral analysis.
By recognizing the multidimensional nature of the system we
showed that the computational load in POD can be decreased
significantly. The number of computations needed to compute
the POD basis changes from exponential in the number of
dimensions (#grids N

) to linear in the number of dimensions
(N#grids). Especially for applications with finite element
methods this is a significant reduction and makes the POD
technique suitable for application to multi-dimensional systems.
The problem of finding low rank approximations of tensors
is central in this work, but defeats solution op to now. We
propose a novel concept of singular values and singular value
decompositions of tensors and proved that this notion is relevant
for optimal low rank approximations. Although no algorithms
exist to compute these approximations, the presented concepts
contribute to the unsolved problem of optimal rank approxima
tion of tensors.

• One of the main results of this work was the development
of a sampling- and interpolation scheme for two-dimensional
systems represented by spectral decompositions with arbitrary
(empirical) basis functions and non-equidistant sampling. This
scheme can easily be adapted to systems of higher dimensions.
The problem of exact reconstruction of a multi-variable signal
from non-unifonn samples has been solved completely. Issues
on aliasing, alias sensitivity and approximate reconstruction have
been solved.

• A new fonnulation of the observer problem for two-dimensional
systems was given. This fonnulation can easily be generalized
to systems of higher dimensions.

• In the analysis of multidimensional systems the theory of vector
fields is no longer sufficient. Many problems require extensions
of concepts from vector calculus to tensors. Following the
development of new concepts for tensors, algorithms should
be developed to allow computations with these concepts. In
particular tensor differential equations and algebraic notions
such as low rank approximations, singular value decompositions
and eigenvalue decompositions need to be developed.

(60)

(61)

(62)

(67)

(65)

(66)

A Xl K,xF+A X2 K,yP+U Xl <]> X2 W
AXI<I> X2,J,
A Xl<]>X2W

A Xl K,xF + A X2 K,yP + U Xl <]> X2 W
VI Xl Gl X2 G2
A Xl <I> X2,J, + V 2

AXl<]>X2W

A Xl K,xF+A X2 K,yP+U Xl <]> X2 W

(i-i) Xl£l X2£2

AXI<I> X2,J,

E:= A-A

[
(<po, ,oo)X ("',';M Ix ]

F=
(<pM, ,oo)X (<PM,,oM)X

p~[
(1f;0, ;(;o)y (1f;o,;(;N)Y ]
(1f;N,;(;O)Y (1f;N,;(;N)Y

+

Define the estimation error as:

{~

Where:

Add state and measurement noise:
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The concept of positive definiteness for matrices, as discussed here
[7], can easily be extended to mappings between tensors.

In the special case that Q : TN --+ TN, eigenvalues and eigentensors
of Q can be defined as follows:

Definition 1.5 (Positive definite operator) A linear mapping Q
TN --+ TN is positive definite if for any 0 =f. A E TN:

(79)QA = >.A

Definition 1.4 (Eigenvalues and Eigentensors) Let Q : TN --+ TN.
Then, 0 =f. A E TN is an eigentensor of Q and A E lR is an eigenvalue
of Q if:

(71)

ApPENDIX I

A SHORT iNTRODUCTION TO TENSORS

In this section some tensor fundamentals are discussed. We will
restrict the discussion to the concepts necessary for this paper. More
information on tensors can be found in [15].

An order-N tensor T is a multi-linear functional

defined on vector spaces VI, ... ,VN. The elements of T are denoted
by til .....iN where in the finite dimensional case en ranges from 1
to dim(Vn ) = L n for n = 1, ... , N. The elements of T represent
T with respect to a certain collection of bases:

(72) (A,QA) > 0

The set of all order-N tensors on VI x ... XVN is denoted by TN.
The inner product of two tensors S, T E TN with elements

Sk, .....kN and ti, .... ,iN defined with respect to the bases (72) is
defined as:

(S,T):= L'" LL ... LSkl .....kNtil, .. ,iN
k, kN i, iN

(e~' ,e~' ) ... (e~N ,e~ ) (73)

The norm associated with this inner product:

Positive definite mappings between tensors have the following prop
erty:

Theorem 1.6 Let Q : TN --+ TN be a linear mapping. Then, if Q is
positive definite, all eigenvalues ofQ are positive and thus real.

Proof: We have Q : TN --+ TN. For any nonzero eigentensor
Ai of Q, we have that:

QAi = AiAi .

(74) Because Q is positive definite we have:

is called the Frobenius norm.
Now the concept of tensors is clear, linear mappings between

tensors can be introduced. Let A E TN be defined as:

0< (Ai,QAi ) = (Ai,AiAi ) = Ai(Ai,Ai ) = AiliAi l1 2

Since IIAi II =f. 0 we must have Ai > 0 for i = 1, ... , N. •

We can now associate a tensor Q, E TN M with Q as follows:

Q(aA + (3C) = aQ(A) + (3Q(C)
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(75)B:= Q(A) = QA

A linear mapping Q : TN --+ TM is defined as:

R(Q) = {R E TMIR = QT for some T E TN} (78)

The coefficients bm" ....mM of B can are defined by:

bm1 ,....mM = L'" L ql" ... ,INm, .....mMa", ... ,IN (76)
1, IN

Q, = L'" L L'" L ql , .... ,IN m " ... ,mM
11 IN ml mM

e~' 0 ... 0 et 0 e~' 0 ... 0 e~M (77)

Definition 1.3 The range R(Q) of a linear operator Q : TN --+ TM
is the set of all tensors R E TM defined as:

Lemma 1.1 The operator Q from TN to TM as defined previously is a
linear operator. Therefore we have for A, C E TN and a, (3 E lR that:

We can define the range and null space of a linear mapping Q :
TN --+ TM as follows.

Definition 1.2 The null space, or kernel, of a linear mapping Q
TN --+ TM is the set of all tensors T E TN such that QT = O.
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